
St Bernadette’s Catholic Primary Voluntary Academy
Subject Medium Term Planning - KS1 Advent Term Cycle A - Disney Topic

Learning Objective Activity Key Knowledge (By the end of the lesson) Vocabulary (Tier 3)

Substantive Disciplinary

Lesson 1 L.O.4 To be able to
know about the work of
a range of artists, craft
makers and designers,
describing the
differences and
similarities between
different practices and
disciplines, and making
links to their own work

Share the slides about Walt Disney and
how his love of art became his career.

Look at drawing becoming animation

Artist at work Steven Strong (ask
Steven to model shading) to visit the
children and do a drawing
demonstration and workshop with the
children.

● Know about
different careers
linked to art

● Know about and
recognise the art
work of Walt Disney

● Use a pencil to
create different
tonal shades

drawing
animation

Lesson 2 L.O. 3 To be able to
develop a wide range of
art and design techniques
in using colour, pattern,
texture, line, shape, form
and space

Shading - what is shading? Look at
different examples of shading on pieces
of art work. Look at examples where
shading has been used on Disney art
work.

Tonal shading - dark-light using
different art pencils. Children to
experiment with a range of pencils and
try them out.

● Know that there are
different types of art
pencils.

● Know that different
art pencils create
different tonal shades

● Use a pencil to
create different
tonal shades

shading
tonal shades

Lesson 3 L.O. 3 To be able to
develop a wide range
of art and design
techniques in using
colour, pattern, texture,
line, shape, form and
space

Drawing Shapes - circles
Shade

Shading techniques slides
Shading circles encourage the children
to draw their own circles (needed for
drawing Mickey/Minnie).Look at sizes
of circles etc

● Know there are
different ways of
shading

● Use a pencil to
create different
shading techniques

technique
hatching



Lesson 4 Art L.O. 2 To be able to
use drawing, painting
and sculpture to develop
and share their ideas,
experiences and
imagination

Practice draw- Mickey and Minnie

https://www.wikihow.com/Draw-
Minnie-Mouse

https://www.wikihow.com/Draw-
Mickey-Mouse (method 3)

● Use pencil to
create own
drawings.

● Develop the use
of pencil drawing.

practice

Lesson 5 Art L.O. 2 To be able to
use drawing, painting
and sculpture to
develop and share their
ideas, experiences and
imagination

Final Piece- draw

Children choose which character they
would like to draw for their final piece

Mickey or Minnie.

Draw final piece

● Choose and use
pencils to create
own Disney
drawing

Final

Lesson 6 L.O. 3 To be able to
develop a wide range of art
and design techniques in
using colour, pattern,
texture, line, shape, form
and space

Final Piece - shade

Shade the final draw using techniques
from previous lessons

● Use shading
techniques to
create effect.

https://www.wikihow.com/Draw-Minnie-Mouse
https://www.wikihow.com/Draw-Minnie-Mouse
https://www.wikihow.com/Draw-Mickey-Mouse
https://www.wikihow.com/Draw-Mickey-Mouse



